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About me
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What is guilt?

 Guilt is a self-conscious emotion arising from a 
sense of responsibility for causing or failing to 
prevent harm 

 ‘Moral injury’ if the action / lack of action is at odds 
with moral/ethical values 

 Shame – associated concept, more global 
judgement of oneself (not just one’s actions)



Guilt and Trauma

 Guilt can be helpful. But in trauma, guilt is often unjustified / 
disproportionate

 Guilt linked to PTSD in a range of populations 

 Linked to PTSD, depression, poor sleep, poor functioning, suicidality.

 Higher suicidality in people with PTSD also experiencing high levels of 
guilt (Cunningham et al, 2017)

 Guilt may naturally reduce as a person thinks over what happened, or 
makes efforts to repair. But…

 Strong feelings of guilt may be so uncomfortable that a trauma survivor 
avoids the memory, and this stops the  memory processing



Why guilt maintains PTSD

 Guilt can be part of a hotspot

 Hotspot = peak of distress during a traumatic memory

 Too much distress linked to the hotspot leads to the brain being unable 
to process the memory to store it like regular memories

 Too much distress linked to the hotspot leads to avoidance of the 
memories



Why guilt maintains PTSD

Kerry Young and Niamh Vaughan Williams, Woodfield Trauma Service
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Single Event Trauma
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Treating Single Event Trauma –

Updating hotspots
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Single Event Trauma
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Working with guilt

o Mostly, guilt work is used to update hotspots

o If  guilt first felt peri-traumatically 

o If  guilt felt shortly after trauma and seems to 

have ‘backwashed’ / ‘infused’ the trauma 

memory

o You can sometimes work on post-traumatic 

guilt later during a trauma-therapy



Questions?



Step by Step: ‘Isabella’

 52 years old

 In her early teenage years, she was raped several 
times by a friend of her parents.

 Never spoken to anyone about what happened, 
fearing that they would blame her. 

 Intrusive memories & nightmares of the rapes

 Feels guilty about and responsible for what 
happened to her. 



Step 1 - seek permission to discuss 

and explore 

o “This may not be the case for you but, in my 

experience, people with PTSD often over-

estimate their responsibility”

o “Given that guilt maintains PTSD and 

having PTSD means you can’t do x, y and 

z….how would you feel about us taking a 

look?”

o “As I said, it may not be the case for you….”



Script

 “It is very common following a traumatic event for people to 
feel guilty about and responsible for some or all of what 
happened. This could be guilt in relation to decisions they 
made, or how they acted, or what they did or did not do at 
the time of the traumatic event. While this is a very normal 
thing to feel after a traumatic event, in my experience people 
often tend to over-estimate their responsibility. I am not sure 
whether or not this is the case for you, but I think it is worth 
considering this possibility together, because feelings of guilt 
could be maintaining symptoms of PTSD and/or depression. 
Feelings of guilt may also lead you to avoid thinking about the 
traumatic event, which will contribute to PTSD symptoms 
being maintained. How would you feel about us exploring 
your feelings of guilt/ responsibility together, to check that 
they are proportionate?’



Step 2 – clear precise statement of  

what the person feel responsible for

o This needs to be specific…is it something that can be 
challenged? Only specific things can be challenged

o E.g. “I am to blame for the bad things that happened to my 
friends in the Army” - NOT EASY TO ‘CHALLENGE’

o ‘I caused XYZ outcome by doing / not doing XYZ’, 

or ‘I knew this would happen…I shouldn’t have 

done x’ 

o Eg “I  am responsible for my friend’s death because I didn’t 
stop him running out of the building, after which he was 
shot”- CAN ‘CHALLENGE’



Isabella: statement of responsibility

 “I should not have decided to keep quiet, I should 
have told my parents after the first time he raped 
me” (general) and 

 “I should not have decided to keep quiet, I should 
have told my parents after the first time he raped 
me, and because I did not say anything, I am 
responsible for him raping me again” (SPECIFIC 
STATEMENT OF RESPONSIBILITY).



Guilt in PTSD

Why is guilt often exaggerated in traumatic events?

1. not sharing responsibility fairly

2. 'should have known'/'did know' (hindsight bias)

3. memory gaps so assume responsibility

4. minimize own shock symptoms/impact of  terror

5. blame self  for impossible choices
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Treating guilt moments

For sharing responsibility fairly…

Dominoes then:

Pie charts

Clay

Lentils / coffee beans!

Matches

Surveys to ask others



Guilt in PTSD – dominos and pie 

chart
 Clip of  ‘sharing responsibility fairly’ video – dominos and pie 

chart video

 NB content warning

 NB done at home during lockdown for teaching purposes –
meant to be perfect!

https://vimeo.com/517267847/3e6555ef34

0:00 – 8:00 minutes (dominos and pie chart 
introduction)

32:00 to 34:54 (pie chart summary)
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https://vimeo.com/517267847/3e6555ef34


Dominos: considering the bigger picture



Responsibility Pie Chart



Guilt pie charts



Guilt pie charts - matches –
(thanks to Phil Lurie)



Surveys

 Would others agree with the responsibility 
statement in the context described?



Treating guilt moments

For hindsight bias…

Socratic dialogue

Guest and iron



Reliving & Socratic dialogue

 Say: Cast mind back, “let’s look and  help you 

understand why you made that decision? What you 

believed at the time you made the decision? can we 

just check that out?” 

 If  needed: return to reliving to gather information 

about the experience at the moment in time they feel 

guilty about– what was happening? What did they 

think/ know at the time?



Knowledge and blame

Clip of  ‘guest and iron’ analogy

https://vimeo.com/517264352/09068b8df5

7 minutes until 13 minutes

https://vimeo.com/517264352/09068b8df5


Treating guilt moments
For memory gaps

o Reliving may fill in the gaps

o Or create likely story



Treating guilt moments

minimizing shock

o Ability to think clearly / make decisions when under threat /body 

pumping with adrenalin / needing a snap decision

o Psychoeducation about dissociation:

o Dissociation during rape more or less inevitable

o Kerry Young, with 25 years treating PTSD, has never seen someone 

with PTSD to rape who didn’t dissociate during the trauma

o It is automatic and part of  the Defence Cascade – to keep you 

safe

o Big strong men, big strong women, everyone does it

o Fight or flight or freeze – no one can control theirs!
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Schauer & Elbert (2010)



Treating guilt moments

For Impossible choices…

What options were really 
available in this moment?

If  they were in a tunnel 
looking for a way out, what 
options did they really have?



Video

 Tunnel exercise:

 https://vimeo.com/517259929/361e8df637

 1:40 until 6 minutes 

https://vimeo.com/517259929/361e8df637




Tackle each element linked to the guilt

 May need 2, 3, 4 different guilt 

interventions rolled together

 Move to their next ‘yes but’ each time

 Summarise the outcome of  each exercise -

collate



If the guilt is in the memory, you must 
update the memory

 Post-traumatic cognitive work alone will have 
limited effect if the memory is infused with guilt, 
so guilt returns when the memory intrudes



Updating a hotspot

‘Open’ this hotspot in the person’s mind – so it is vividly 

remembered and causes a physiological/emotional 

reaction. Rate distress / 100

Read through / ask the person to read themselves through 

the conclusions drawn from the guilt exercises

Re-rate distress / 100

Evaluate next session – any change to intrusions? Distress 

when thinking about it?



Questions?



Using imagery in guilt updates

o Can use imagery to encapsulate/strengthen 

cognitive work for updates

o Do the cognitive work first and give client 

choice of  trying words alone or words-plus-

image as update



Using imagery in guilt updates

o If  they choose words-plus-image update, to generate image:

o Get the patient to close their eyes while you/they say out loud the summary 

of  the cognitive work

o Tell them to relax and just notice what images pass through their mind

o Encourage them to continue for a few minutes until one image seems 

better/stronger than the rest

o If  no one is better than the others, just pick the first one that came to 

mind..and try this first

o Elaborate this image with them in the session, check it generates the 

desired emotions strongly i.e not guilty

o If  a bit weak, ask them what else they need in the image to feel less 

responsible……(as in an imagery rescripting approach)





‘Antidote’ image for guilt

 If the guilt is post-traumatic instead of peri-
traumatic, can use the same approach to develop 
an ‘antidote’ image the client can bring to mind
whenever they feel guilt



Guilt Imagery example



Amir – Background information 
Clinical work carried out by Dr Zoe Chessell

Moved to the UK, now has Refugee Status

Learnt that his wife had been murdered due to his career

Imprisoned for three months and then later for two days

Multiple careers, including a successful journalist

Happy childhood

Male, early 60s, from Middle East

Woodfield Trauma Service, CNWL



Amir

o Relived the trauma memory

o Identified hotspots

Woodfield Trauma Service, CNWL



Amir

Hotspot Emotions Appraisals Meaning

Image of my 
wife falling to 
the floor after 
being shot
She is bleeding
There is no one 
there to help 
her

Guilt (felt 
physically 
like a heavy 
pressure on 
chest)

Sadness

It is my fault she is dying 
If I did not work for them this 
would not have happened 
She will blame me for this 
If I had been there and she had 
got to the hospital she would be 
alive

I cannot help her and she is 
going to die

It is my fault 
she is dying
I am a bad 
person

Woodfield Trauma Service, CNWL



Amir Responsibility pie chart

“It is my fault she was killed” (strength of belief = 100%)

But is there anyone else who could be responsible?

1) Miltia group (25%)

2) The person who gave the order (5%)

3) The “gang” of the Middle East (15%)

4) The men who killed her (5%)

5) The job (2%)

6) Qais (50%)

7) Me (0%)
Woodfield Trauma Service, CNWL



Amir

o Relived the trauma memory

o Identified hotspots

o Guilt hotspot – tried verbal updates, agreed with in 

head but still feel guilty

o Discussed how to use cognitive work on guilt within 

an image – to move what know ‘from head to heart’  

Woodfield Trauma Service, CNWL



Woodfield Trauma Service, CNWL

Amir

Image Rs image

My wife falls to the floor after being 
shot
She is bleeding
There is no one there to help her

My wife and my therapist lift the 
heavy rock of guilt from my chest and 
throw it off a mountain
I say sorry to my wife and my wife tells 
me it is not my fault 
My wife touches me on my face gently 
and forgives me

Dr Zoe Chessell, BABCP 2019



Amir

o Relived the trauma memory

o Identified hotspots

o Guilt hotspot – tried verbal updates, agreed with in 

head but still feel guilty

o Discussed how to use cognitive work on guilt within 

an image – to move what know ‘from head to heart’  

o Relived the beginning of  the hotspot and 

introduced the image at agreed point and checked 

it reduced guilt 

Woodfield Trauma Service, CNWL



Useful resources



Useful paper with film links



Useful resources OxCADAT
https://oxcadatresources.com

https://oxcadatresources.com/


Questions?


